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1969 Dodge Dart GTS - Brett Hobbs
The restyled Dodge Dart looked great in 1967. The
only problem from a performance point of view is
the available 273 cu. in. engine was underpowered
compared to the 390 Mustang and 396 Camaros
and Nova’s. Chrysler shoehorned a 383 into the
Barracuda to keep pace. With some input from
Mr. Norm, owner of Grand Spaulding Dodge,
Chrysler decided to put a 383 in the Dart and the
call it a GTS for GT Sport. It was a tight fit and
you could not order power steering. As well the
383 suffered power wise because of restrictive
exhaust manifolds. Only 457 Dart GTS cars were
built for 1967.
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1969 Dodge Dart GTS - Brett Hobbs

The big news for 1968 was the introduction of the performance small block 340. That became the
standard engine with the now more powerful 383 optional. The 340 cars were lighter and the 340
was underrated at 275 H.P. but actually put out closer to 300 H.P. Handling was better and power
steering was available on 340 equipped cars. Bumble bee stripes around the trunk and hood bulges
made the 1968 GTS look more like a performance car. 8,745 were produced.
The GTS was changed little for 1969. Rear stripes spelled out GT Sport and a new grille and
taillight treatment were added. The 340 continued as the entry engine with the 383 and a
limited number of cars with a 440 optional. Only 640 cars came with the 440 and they were all
automatics. Production of the GTS went down in 1969 as Chrysler came out with the easier to
afford Swinger 340. A total of 6,702 were built and that signaled the end of the GTS.
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1969 Dodge Dart GTS - Brett Hobbs

The feature car was originally bought in California by a nurse. It went through a few owners
before ending up in New Mexico where a restoration was done. It came to Canada in 2014 and went
through a couple of owners before I acquired it. It was restored to original and the 340 and
automatic are numbers matching. It has power steering, mag style hubcap’s and a rare for the time
AM FM radio. I always liked the body style and really enjoy driving the car as much as possible.
There is a registry for these cars. If you look up GTS registry my car is number 39. Almost 800 cars
are listed along with valuable information about these rare cars.
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